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What Bio+technology is?

• Uso di esseri viventi per ottenere beni e servizi

• Are these just «labels»?

• Is the «application» of biological sciences? Didn’t we use «technology» 
before? 

• I think we need today to be fuzzier in definitions, or at least to be 
aknowledged of the need of borderless collaboration among different
specialists

• Learn one or two things well, and try to have an idea of the big picture



The evolution of a sector
How bioedical sciences were transformed



Alchemy > Biochemistry



Molecular > Computational



Manual > Automatic



La biologia non è più la stessa

• La biologia molecolare in particolare, sull’onda della genomica, ha 
subito le trasformazioni più evidenti.

• La biologia cellulare sta iniziando una strada simile con l’automazione 
e la digitalizzazione dei processi sperimentali di microscopia

• La ricerca clinica e la diagnostica per immagini necessitano per 
definizione, automazione, standardizzazione e capacità di 
quantificazione numerica.



Disruptive enabling technologies
What triggered and drove the transformation of biology?



PCR, then RTqPCR



RTqPCR is still actively used for 

screening expression of microRNA
or genes panels

384 plates/arrays
• LifeTech (TaqMan)
• Exiqon (LNA)
• Qiagen SAB arrays (sybr)

Note: you need more than a plate to
cover the entire microRNA panels
(700 – 1200 features)



LifeTech TLDAs, Exiqon LNA arrays (384)

LifeTech Open Array (64 x 48 = 3072)



Nanotechnologies

• Micro engineering

• Miniaturization



Microfluidics



Color chemistry & optics, CCDcam



Biostructures exploitment

Copy from nature

• Restriction enzymes

• DDP in transmembrane pumps

• Crisp-CAS



Applications
Where all these technologies were applied in biomed?



Sanger sequencing
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Then, automation
• Logistics of sequencing lab had to evolve during the Human Genome Project 
• More and more data were produced that needed to be assembled (i.e. reconstructed 

without a reference)
• Huge impact on “string” science and new problems were delivered to mathematicians to be 

solved. Many from physics and mathematics rushed into the field





The human genome project

3 Billion Approximate length of 
the human genome in base 
pairs (letters of the DNA 
sequence).

The project cost about $2.7 
billion (in 1991 dollars), 
roughly $1 per base pair.

About 10 years in completion



Going further: massive parallelization

• Instruments such as the 454 GS, the Solexa GA, then Illumina and the others deployed systems 
into the second generation sequencing (the so called next generation sequencing, or NGS) 

• Massively parallelized methods relying on diverse chemistries, pyrosequencing, sequencing by 
synthesis 



(Next Generation) Sequencing

Today’s standard sequencers

Approximate cost of a whole 
genome, about $3000, about 4 
days of machine time.

Approximate cost of a whole
exome, about $400, less than 
1 day of machine time.







Luckily we stand on the shoulders of giants.

Sanger’s 
dideoxy

Automated 
capillaries

The Human Genome 
Project

Pacific Biosciences, 
Oxford Nanopore

Benchtop 
sequencer

Single 
molecule 
sequencing

454, Solexa-
Illumina & C

1977 2001 2005 2010

• Bioinformatics borrows from mathematics, logic, physics …
• Bioinformatics is an intersection science

Eulerian approach to DNA arrays and 
sequencing (1989 - 2001)

Graph theory
(de Bruijn, Good; 
1946)

Data compression 
algorithms
(Burrows et al. 1994)

The open software initiatives & advocates (Many, 1975 →)

1986



The historical heritage to assembly

• A path which visit every edge of a graph exactly once is a Eulerian path. A 
path which visit every node of a graph exactly once is a Hamiltonian path.

• The «Overlay-layout-consensus» paradigm, based on the finding of an 
Hamiltonian cycle which represents a candidate genome assembly, was used 
for first bacterial genomes and the human genome project.

• Shord-read assembly algorythms are based on deBrujin graphs, which use an 
eulerian approach to reconstruct the candidate genome with a path 

PNAS 2001

William Hamilton (1805-1865)
The Hamiltonian path
Each read → a node
Overlap between reads → an edge

Leonhard Euler (1707-1783)
The Eulerian path (seven bridges of 
Konigsberg)
Each landmass→ a node
Each bridge → an edge

Nicolas G. deBrujin (1918-2012)
deBrujin graph
Each read → an edge
Overlap between reads → a node



Single Molecule > 1000 Molecules

Cluster 

Cluster Generation



≅1000 molecules per cluster

The cluster density
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Sequencing cycle 3
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Basecalling

A G     T C A C C T G



RNAseq pipeline – simple view



Alamancos et al., 2014, 
http://arxiv.org/abs/1304.5952

RNAseq pipeline – complete view



Third step, single molecule, PCR free

• 3rd generation sequencers such as Pacific Biosciences or Oxford Nanopore rely on 
massive parallelization too

• But samples are not pre-amplified and are sequenced individually, not fractioned, 
and for much longer stretches (SMRT sequencing)



(Third generation) sequencing

• Pacbio - https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v8p4ph2MAvI

• Oxford Nanopore -
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GUb1TZvMWsw









Single Cell Sequencing



Historically, scRNA-seq was 
applied in situations in which 
the amount of biological 
material was a limiting factor, 
such as cells from early 
embryonic development 
(Tang et al., 2009, 2010)









Fluidigm C1 System Applications

STA TARGETED GENE EXPRESSION

mRNA SEQ TRANSCRIPTOME PROFILING

microRNA GENE REGULATION

DNA SEQ GENOME SEQUENCING



FluidigmC1 System

Automated microfluidic circuit (C1) Biomark HD (Fluidigm)



Be careful, technologies tend to be 

commodities

•Where is the «creative» part?

•Where can I make a difference?

• Importance of the experimental design

•Need of downstream analysis



ieri

oggi

Where are we?



Esempio: il reale costo/peso del sequencing

Una previsione di 6 anni fa: Sboner et al. Genome Biology 2011 12:125



Single cell sequencing

Single cell sorting, separations,
automation, standardization
(Fluidigm, Biomark, 10x, DEParray, kits, …)

3rd gen. sequencers

Data repos availability

eMedRecords integration

Biomedical data & AI

Settore fortemente 
presidiato e concentrato

Settore in espansione, 
eterogeneo e multidisplinare, 
principalmente immateriale, 
caratterizzato da sviluppo open 
source, community based e ad 
elevatissimo valore aggiunto. 
Knowledge & data driven.

La realtà oggi, nel 2018



Serum biomarkers
Improving Autoimmune Hepatitis Diagnosis



• Autoimmune hepatitis (AIH) is a chronic liver disease characterized by 
continuing hepatocellular inflammation and necrosis. 

• Autoantibodies represent accessible markers to measure the adaptive 
immune responses in the clinical investigation.

• Protein microarrays have become an important tool to discriminate the 
disease state from control groups

• There is no agreed-upon standard to analyze the results.







Aim: identify
autoreactivity in 
patients with AIH, 
with a human 
microarray carrying
1626 proteins.

24 grids
304 spots/grid
7296 points



on/off
spots

Sera/blood, 
biochemistry

Technology, 
Detection, quantification

Numbers,
statistics



Reactivity from 2 groups

• AIH patients (65)

• Healthy donors (138)

vs

6 proteins as
AIH autoantigensAIH reactivity HD reactivity



How to speed up the process?

• Is it possible to automate the discovery phase with 
a multivariate approach?

•Does multivariate analysis would help or uncover
hidden differences?



Multivariate?
(groups differences vs feature selection)

(ttest vs PCA)



Multivariate?
(machine learning)



Reactivity from 2 groups

• AIH patients (65)

• Healthy donors (138)

vs

6 proteins as
AIH autoantigensAIH reactivity HD reactivity



Reactivity from 2 (smaller) groups

• AIH patients (15)

• Healthy donors (78)

6 proteins confirmed
as AIH autoantigens + 
2 new proteins

AIH / HD reactivity data 
reduced into non linear 

components



Mazzara et al. 2015

• Previously known biomarker were confirmed
• Two new biomarkers were discovered

Using machine learning methods (PLS-DA) in 
combination with protein arrays, we were able 
to validate two new autoantigens (that were not 
previously found with a classical univariate 
approach) displaying significantly higher 
recognition frequency.



How can this be used for a 
diagnostic application?

(«biotech» question)



A balance between feasibility (cost) and diagnostic power.



A balance between feasibility (cost) and diagnostic power.

Feasibility: how much does it cost
to set up a biomarkers panel 
compared to a single biomarker? 
Power: combinations of biomarkers 
promise improved discrimination 
over diagnostic tests based on 
single markers



A simple scoring system and a tool to apply in creating panels



A simple scoring system and a tool to apply in creating panels

Develop a set of simple criteria to create 
(small) panels (=combos) of biomarkers 
that will have a high degree of diagnostic 
accuracy.
A software tool for selecting biomarker 
panels  and the performance of their 
combinations with ROC analysis without 
the need for computational support 
(easier industrial scale-up).



Mazzara et al. 2017

• The tool performs well for thousands of 
combinations

• Small combos were selected with higher 
diagnostic power 

CombiROC was designed without hard-coded or 
imposed thresholds and fits different type of 
data. It reduces the computational burden and 
lowers the false negative rates usually given by 
fixed thresholds. 



Import data

Data transformation
And Missing value

estimation

Miscellaneous Plots
box plot,scatter plot, 
marker profile plot

Combinatorial
Analysis

Gold combinations ROC curves

Multivariable
regression

Database queries
interaction maps

Basic functionalities in CombiROC step-by-step for analyzing
biomarker dataset

Input & preproc.

Core





Mixed models

• We are now working on statistical models (methods) to 
computationally integrate data of different nature (i.e. transcriptomics
with proteomics; genotyping with transcriptomics and clinical scores, 
…)

• New methods need to be validated (efficacy need to be demonstrated)



Key to this work were

• An infobiologist (for designing methods and programming)

• An engineer (for implementing statistics and programming)

• A microbiologist (for the biochemistry of protein array)



Be curious and look around you



•Blockchain technology applied to 
• Electronical medical records
• Electronical scientific notebooks (patents & IP)



Learn from others then refine



•Programming languages
•R for statistics
• Empowering others and find hidden messages



rossi@ingm.org


